
Toowoomba Buddhist Centre 

NEWSLETTER FEBRUARY 2014 
 

      
      4-6 Cress Street     

       Toowoomba Qld 4350 
      www.toowoombabuddhistcentre.org 
   

Dear Friends, 
 
    The Pali Canon tells us that the Buddha, before his final passing away, (parinirvana), spoke his last words to the 
disciples gathered there.  They were: ‘With diligence, strive on’.  He again drew attention to decay being inherent 
in all conditioned things, and exhorted the company to continue their efforts towards enlightenment.  What does 
this mean for us today?  The Buddha’s passing away, ‘reminds us to renew our whole meditation practice in the 
light of the ever-present reality of death’1.  It is a reminder to live our whole lives with mindfulness of that reality.    
But how do we do this in the face of the ‘pitiless pressure’ and bombardments on our senses, of contemporary life?  
How can we avoid being ‘blinded and deafened by the very multiplicity of the sights and sounds which come 
surging in upon them’?  How can we make space to listen to our inner voice, the ‘Voice Within’2.? 
    Many of us will be familiar with mindfulness meditation practices such as the mindfulness of breathing.  
However, what of mindfulness outside meditation?  Paramabandhu3. suggests that one approach to developing 
mindfulness in daily life is to create a ‘breathing space’.  This can be short enough to fit into time waiting at a 
supermarket checkout or for longer, depending on the situation.  We first notice how we are feeling, bring our 
attention to the breath and then expand that awareness to include the whole body.   
    When practising meditation, we may find that difficult emotions arise.  These may be concerned with our own or 
others’ suffering, state of health, decay and inevitable death.  We may be reluctant to address such difficult 
emotions.  Paramabandhu describes how we might work with them by turning towards our experience.  If we 
accept the fact that the difficult emotion has arisen and we can turn towards it with an attitude of friendliness and 
curiosity, rather than rejecting the difficult emotion, (for example one of fear or anger), we can go on to look for the 
deeper meaning, with interest, patience and sympathy.  The Buddha’s last words are as timely today as they were 
2,500 years ago.  [Viryaja] 
 

1. Sangharakshita, 1994, Who is the Buddha?, pp126/7, Windhorse Publications, Birmingham. 
2. Sangharakshita, 1996, Crossing the Stream, 2nd Edition, pp 23/6, Windhorse Publications, Birmingham. 
3. Dr Paramabandhu Groves, 2013, Practical Buddhism – Mindfulness and Skilful Living in the Modern Era, Muswell 

Hill Press, London. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FRIENDS NIGHT PROGRAM: 
Friends Nights are held weekly.  They enable people to explore and deepen their practice of meditation and 
Buddhism, in the company of others.   Each month, the evening programs usually include meditation along with 
either a devotional practice or an element of Dharma study, the latter being presented in a variety of ways.  This 
month, Dharma study will focus on the Dhammapada, a classic, not only of Buddhist but, of world literature.  This 

 

FEBRUARY 2014 CALENDAR 
N.B. Friends Nights are from 7-9pm on Thursdays 

 
    THU   6 Friends Night:    Meditation and the Dhammapada - [K] 
 
    THU   13  Friends Night:     Meditation and Threefold Puja [L or V] 
 
    SAT    15    Celebratory Sangha Day and Parinirvana Day –  
  9.30am to 1pm (see details below) 
 
    THU   20 Friends Night:    Meditation and the Dhammapada - [V] 
 
    THU   27 Friends Night:    Meditation and Sevenfold Puja - [R] 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 



canonical text has been many times translated into English and has been said to be a clear and direct expression of 
basic Buddhism.  It is as relevant today as in the Buddha’s lifetime.  Come along and explore its relevance for you! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MEN’S GROUP: 
A Men’s Group met on the first and third Sundays of the month throughout the latter half of 2013. In all a total of 
eight men attended the meetings although the number at any one session tended to fluctuate. Other men have 
expressed an intention to attend future meetings. Those attending felt that the meetings went as well as could be 
expected for a new group. Discussion tended to focus around personal issues in relationships. A request for future 
meetings to be topic-based and for preparation beforehand has been received. Future meetings are proposed to 
continue on the first and third Sundays of the month, however, for February 2014, because a Celebratory Sangha 
Day has been planned for Saturday the 15th February, we will hold them on the second (9/2)and fourth (23/2) 
Sundays for this month. 
 
WOMEN’S MEDITATION: 
The Tuesday morning sessions have recommenced for 2014.  If you would like to join them, please contact Viryaja 
on vp@toowoombabuddhistcentre.org for further information.   
 
NEW ROUND OF EIGHT WEEK COURSES: 
A new round of Introducing Buddhism and Traditional Buddhist Meditation and Mindfulness courses are proposed 
for the Monday and Tuesday nights toward the end of February. 
 
WEBSITES: 
A second website for the Toowoomba Buddhist Centre,  https://thebuddhistcentre.com/toowoomba, has recently been 
established, via the Triratna Buddhist Community online.  Still in the early stages of development, there are plans 
to provide a link with our first website, www.toowoombabuddhistcentre.org, and to bring you more news of people 
and events, than is possible in a monthly newsletter.  

CELEBRATORY SANGHA DAY and PARINIRVANA DAY 
Saturday, February 15th, 2014 

at the 
Toowoomba Buddhist Centre 

9.30am to 1pm 
[or thereabouts] 

 
With the imminent completion of purchase of the Centre premises; with appreciation of all the 
generosity, time and effort of those, who have contributed in so many ways,  to the establishment 
and  maintenance of the Centre, along with all the activities and programs taking place there,  it is 
timely to invite everyone to come along and Celebrate Sangha.  February 15th is also Parinirvana Day, 
an appropriate occasion to reflect upon our spiritual practice.   

 
      9.30 am Arrive and cuppa 
    10.00 am Meditation and Reflection 

10.40 am Dedication Ceremony 
11.10 am Brunch and Thanks 

 
Please join us for the morning program and 

bring along vegetarian food to share for an early ‘Brunch’, if you can. 
 

‘Generosity, stillness, gratitude, happiness, purity of feeling are virtues of the heart’. 
 

 
 

 



 
LIBRARY - appeal for return of borrowed items: 
There are many new additions to the library, thanks to the generous donations of a number of people.  
Unfortunately, following a recent stock check it was discovered that a number of items - books, CDs and DVDs - 
could not be located. This may be because borrowers have not recorded their loan or they have been forgotten, kept 
for an extensive period or mislaid in some other way.  Some of the more popular missing items are listed below.   
Books: 
The Three Jewels - Sangharakshita. 
Tales of Freedom - Vessantara. 
Across Many Mountains – Chogyam Trungpa 
Reflections on a Mountain Lake – Tenzin Palmo. 
All books on Vegetarianism are missing with the exception of one. 
CDs: 
I Need your Love – Byron Katie 
Loving What Is  – Byron Katie 
Body Scan – Vidyamala & Sona 
Wisdom in Image & Symbol CDs 1&1B – Siladasa 
There are others but these seem to be the most popular. 
Please check your bookshelves for any such mislaid items and return them, so that others can benefit from 
them. 
 
WEEKEND RETREAT - March 28th to 30th: 
There will be weekend residential retreat held at Le Grezze, Highfields, from 28th to 30th March.  Viryaja [and 
company?] will facilitate a weekend of simplicity, spaciousness, meditation, reflection and creativity.  Cost: $150 
full, $130 part time, $100 concessional.  For more information contact Viryaja on: text 0404 299 573, ph. 4634 
4303 or vp@toowoombabuddhistcentre.org  
 
WILL TUTTLE EVENT – Saturday Feb. 8th: 
Will Tuttle, author of:  ‘World Peace Diet’, promoting connections with animals, environment and food, will be 
speaking at Laurel Bank Park Hall, on Sat. Feb. 8th at 2pm.  Go to www.willtuttletour.org.au for further information. 
 
 
THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH: 

 
Peace comes from within, do not seek it without. 

     
 

 
 

     Parinirvana rupa, Kushinagar, India 



Toowoomba Buddhist Centre 

NEWSLETTER MARCH 2014 
 

      
      4-6 Cress Street     

       Toowoomba Qld 4350 
      www.toowoombabuddhistcentre.org 
   

Dear Friends, 
We maintain our identity by continuously self-referencing, which is a sort of ‘grasping onto self’. The nature 

of human consciousness is such that it is reflexive, defined as ‘directed or turned back on itself’. We are aware of 
some ‘thing’ being aware; in fact, we objectify our self as a ‘thing’ separate from every‘thing’ else. This ‘thing’ we 
are aware of being aware, we label the ‘self’. This reflexive process is happening continuously – we are continually 
remembering ourselves, thinking about ourselves, imagining ourselves, ‘feeling’ ourselves. It has been likened to the 
cinematographic process – each act of self-referencing, of reflexivity, of the mind turning back on itself, is discrete 
like the single photographs that make up the cinematographic film roll. These single pictures are projected so fast they 
are like a continuous stream and we perceive seemingly solidly existing figures moving and acting – in fact it is 
known as motion-picture photography. 

Just as there are no figures outside of the single photos so also there is no self outside of the discrete moments 
of self-referencing that one could call reflexive arcs. However, just as with the motion picture, these reflexive arcs are 
happening so constantly we think the self they are creating is a solidly existing thing, a separate self, with which we 
identify. So we create ourselves as a sort of story line, but much of this continuous narrative we are telling ourselves, 
or dialogue we are having with ourselves, is negative, reactionary and useless. In a word, a Buddhist word, it is 
‘unskilful’ (akusala). “I like that, I want that … I don’t like that I want it to go away”, “What’s wrong with me?”, 
“Why can’t I handle things better?” “What am I doing to deserve this?”, “I feel anxious, restless, confused, bored …” 
etc. It is this type of self-referencing that causes our suffering and a meaning of the expression that all our suffering 
comes from grasping onto self! 
 So the Buddha suggested don’t do it! Once a monk by the name of Bahiya asked the Buddha for a teaching. 
The Buddha eventually said to him “In the seen only the seen. In the heard only the heard. In the touched only the 
touched. In the tasted only the tasted. In the smelt only the smelt. In the thought only the thought.” It is said that 
Bahiya became enlightened on the spot so this has become known as the ‘sudden way’ to enlightenment. He said if a 
sound impinges on your eardrums, that it is just sound. You do not have to react to the sound – that you like it or do 
not like it, want it to continue or to stop. Let the bare experience be there. Similarly with the ‘the seen’, ‘the tasted’, 
‘the touched’, ‘the smelt’, ‘the thought’, do not react. 
 If you feel sad just feel sad, don’t say to yourself “I am sad” just note that sadness is present. Do not make the 
experience the basis for a reaction that continues the process of you becoming and re-becoming. If you can do that, 
according to the Buddha, you can become enlightened on the spot. It is from the mistaken belief in the me that all our 
troubles arise. [Roger] 
 
 

   
 
  
 

 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
FRIENDS NIGHT PROGRAM: 
Weekly Friends Nights enable people to explore and deepen their practice of meditation and Buddhism, in the 
company of others.   Each month, the evening programs usually include meditation along with either a devotional 
practice or an element of Dharma study, the latter being presented in a variety of ways.  Last month Dharma study 

 

  MARCH 2014 CALENDAR  N.B. Friends Nights from 7-9pm on Thursdays 
 
    THU   6 Friends Night:    Meditation and the Dhammapada - [R] 
 
    THU   13  Friends Night:    Meditation and Threefold Puja - [K] 
 
    THU   20 Friends Night:    Meditation and the Dhammapada - [V] 
 

THU   27 Friends Night:    Meditation and Sevenfold Puja - [R] 
 
FRI 28 – SUN 30  ‘SKILLFUL  EFFORT’: a weekend residential retreat 

facilitated by Viryaja with Sangha members.  See details below. 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 



focussed on the Dhammapada, a classic, not only of Buddhist but, of world literature.  It gave rise to some lively 
debate.  This canonical text, many times translated into English, is as relevant today as in the Buddha’s lifetime.  This 
month we shall look at more Dhammapada verses.  Come along and explore its relevance for you! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CELEBRATORY SANGHA & PARINIRVANA DAY – Feb. 15th: 
Despite the very hot weather, members of the sangha came together to celebrate Sangha and the Buddha’s 
parinirvana.  A number of people, who would have liked to join us, regretfully were unable to do so.  But the 
program included them: there was meditation and reflection on gratitude, appreciation and thanks for all those 
conditions and beings, who have brought us to this point – a place we own, relatively speaking, and where we can 
support each other on our spiritual path.  Following the Dedication, we shared an early lunch and tried to keep cool! 
 
MEN’S GROUP: 
We had our first meeting of the year on Sunday 23rd February with 5 men in attendance and had an interesting and 
wide ranging discussion including our first look at the “Archetypal Symbolism ...” material from A Guide to the 
Buddhist Path. Due to other activities coinciding with the 1st and 3rd Sundays of the month we’ve decided to stick 
with the 2nd and 4th Sundays of the month at this stage – so this month’s meetings will be on 9th and 23rd March. 
 
DANA BOWL:  
Just a reminder from the Management Committee that the TBC has always operated, and continues to operate, only 
through the generosity of its members/friends, so we would like to encourage everyone who attends the Centre to 
think about contributing something each time they visit the Centre. If everyone contributed $5 each time they came it 
would make quite a difference to the Dana Bowl income. 
 
COMPASSIONATE COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP 
See attached flyer for details of workshop to be held on13 March 5.30 to 7.30 PM at Centacare 
Toowoomba. 146 Herries Street, Level 1.  
 
THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH: 
“When for you, Malunkyaputta, as regards things seen, heard, sensed, or perceived, there will be in the seen only the 
seen, in the heard only the heard, in the sensed only the sensed, and in the perceived only the perceived, then who you 
are, Malunkyaputta, will not be defined by that. When who you are, Malunkyaputta, is not defined by that, then who 
you are will not be found in that. When who you are, Malunkyaputta,is not found in that, then who you are is neither 
here, nor in the beyond, nor in between. Just this is the end of dukkha.” [Samyutta Nikaya, 35:95] 
 

      

SKILLFUL EFFORT – a Retreat 
March 28th - March 30th 

  at Le Grezze, Highfields 

How can we more skilfully focus our energy in our lives and practice? 
Viryaja and Team will facilitate a weekend of simplicity, spaciousness, meditation, reflection and creativity.   

Cost: $150 full, $130 part time, $100 concessional.  Limited numbers. 

For more information and to make a booking: 
Contact Viryaja on: txt 0404299573, ph. 46344303, or 

 vp@toowoombabuddhistcentre.org 
 



Toowoomba Buddhist Centre 

NEWSLETTER APRIL 2014 
 

      
      4-6 Cress Street     

       Toowoomba Qld 4350 
      www.toowoombabuddhistcentre.org 
 
 
   

Dear Friends, 
 
     It has been said that Buddhism is a very demanding, exacting sort of path - for those who are physically and 
mentally young, or at least who are mentally and spiritually vigorous, whatever the age or state of their bodies may 
be.1.  The spiritual life is an active life generally requiring some degree of effort from the very beginning and at all 
stages of the Buddha’s Noble Eightfold Path.  This activity is not necessarily merely physical but is mentally, 
spiritually and aesthetically active.  When we look at Perfect Effort, the 6th stage of the Path, we see that to prevent 
unskilful mental states from arising, to eradicate those unskilful states which have arisen, to develop new skilful 
mental states and maintain the skilful ones which have already arisen, (the Fourfold Perfect Effort), we need to know 
ourselves and where our minds are going.  Otherwise, how would we know where to direct our energy? 
    We also need to know whether we are putting in too little or too much effort2.  We need to know whether our 
efforts, our intentions, are skilful, i.e. heartfelt and imbued with compassion, or if for example, we are just going 
through the motions.  Many of us will have experienced periods of enthusiasm, of very active engagement with our 
spiritual life. We are also likely to have experienced the ‘down times’, when energy is low, dull and decidedly 
unenthusiastic! We might then ask ourselves what inspires us, how can we ‘get going’ again.  We asked ourselves 
similar questions during the ‘Skilful Effort’ retreat last weekend.   
    It is easy to take ourselves too seriously.  A sense of lalita, of playfulness, and an appreciation of beauty may be 
needed.  When our intentions are skilful and we are engaged in something which we enjoy, we are likely to find 
ourselves deeply engrossed.  Time passes unnoticed and we are uplifted by the experience; there is a sense of 
effortlessness about it.  During the weekend retreat, participants shared their ‘inspiration offerings’ of music, poetry, 
stories from literature and of personal encounters.  So.…. feeling disconnected, tired, discouraged?  How about 
reflecting on what you enjoy, what you find beautiful and engaging?  And see where you can bring more of that into 
your life?  It could be Luciano Pavarotti for a few minutes before opening those emails, a visit to a favourite space 
outdoors or a myriad of other ways to create a sense of engagement and effortlessness in the spiritual life.  [Viryaja]       
      
1.  Sangharakshita in Lecture 52: The Conscious Evolution of Man: Right Effort, www.freebuddhistaudio.com  
2.  Peter Drobinin, ‘Skillful Effort – Not too little, not too much’, in Tricycle Winter 2013, pp 83, 84, 113 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 
  
 

 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

  APRIL 2014 CALENDAR  N.B. Friends Nights from 7-9pm on Thursdays 
 
    THU   3 Friends Night:    Meditation and the Dhammapada - [V&G] 
 
    THU   10  Friends Night:    Meditation and Threefold Puja - [R] 
 
    THU   17 Friends Night:    Meditation and the Dhammapada - [R] 
 

THU   24 Friends Night:    Meditation and Sevenfold Puja - [V] 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 
 



FRIENDS NIGHT PROGRAM: 
Weekly Friends Nights enable people to explore and deepen their practice of meditation and Buddhism, in the 
company of others.   Each month, the evening programs usually include meditation along with either a devotional 
practice or an element of Dharma study, the latter being presented in a variety of ways.  For the last two months 
Dharma study has focussed on the Dhammapada, a classic of both Buddhist and world literature This canonical text, 
many times translated into English, is as relevant today as in the Buddha’s lifetime.  We are taking a third and final 
month to look at the Dhammapada verses.  Come along and explore its relevance for you! 
 
THANK YOU… 
to Chris and Greg, who have been working on repairing and painting the Centre’s kitchen window and door 
surrounds.  We hope to continue repairs and refurbishments to the Centre, as funds and willing hands become 
available – ‘drop by drop the pot fills’. 
 
 

SOME THOUGHTS FOR THE MONTH… 
 
 

“The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious.  It is 
the source of all true art and all science.  He to whom this emotion is 

a stranger, who can no longer pause to wonder and stand rapt in 
awe, is as good as dead: his eyes are closed.” 

Albert Einstein 
 
 

“The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or 
even touched – they must be felt with the heart.” 

Helen Keller 
 
 

“Let the beauty we love be what we do.” 
Rumi 

 
 
 

 
 
 

“In the very same way that cotton is controlled by the wind as it 
comes and goes, so one should be controlled by one’s endeavour, and 

in this way one’s spiritual power grows strong.” 

Shantideva 
 
 

 
 



Toowoomba Buddhist Centre 

NEWSLETTER MAY 2014 
 

      
      4-6 Cress Street     

       Toowoomba Qld 4350 
      www.toowoombabuddhistcentre.org 
      https://thebuddhistcentre.com/toowoomba  
 

 
Dear Friends, 

The last couple of months we have been looking at verses from the Dhammapada on Friends Nights, and 
many of these were about ‘controlling’ and ‘taming’ the mind. These days we probably prefer expressions like 
‘managing’ or ‘training’ the mind. During the Introducing Buddhism course this last month I have been struck by how 
practical and useful the teachings are in this respect.  

In many ways they provide us with a sort of tool kit of very practical techniques and strategies for managing 
ourselves and our relationship with others and the world around us. It is of course all about taking responsibility for 
our own mental states (thoughts and emotions), in Buddhism, and working with them. However, we are simply not 
brought up this way in our Western culture, so the work, which is actually quite simple and straight forward, is 
unfamiliar to us. Often, for example, we simply forget to do it. The new found fashionableness of mindfulness 
training in the West suggests we are beginning to understand the importance of this more now in our culture. 

In the tool kit are included things like practising ethics, making sure that our intentions and actions are skilful 
(motivated by things like generosity, loving-kindness and clarity of mind instead of greed, anger and muddle-headed 
confusion)? The simple practice of trying to live more ethically produces the karmic consequence of us feeling 
happier - defined as contentment, an absence of inner conflict and guilt, at ease with ourselves. The Buddha talked of 
feeling glad at heart, joyful and serene. 

Then the meditation practices in our kit like mindfulness of breathing and the metta bhavana deepen our sense 
of inner happiness and peace – their karma yields tranquillity, clarity of mind and positive emotion. They help us 
become more and more familiar with refined, inner emotions and more at home in ourselves. Both the practice of 
ethics and meditation help us use mindfulness to analyse our mental states to determine if they are skilful or unskilful. 
The Four Exertions help us prevent and eradicate unskilful mental states and develop and maintain skilful ones. 
Mindfulness also helps us get out of our busy, ‘doing’ mind and live more fully in the present enriching and fulfilling 
our lives. All of this does of course require opening the tool kit and practising the techniques. [Roger] 
 
 

   
 
  
 

 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BUDDHA DAY: 
This important celebration of the Buddha’s Enlightenment is held traditionally on the full moon in May.  This year we 
shall celebrate Buddha Day on May 15th, during Friends Night, with meditation, readings and a Threefold Puja.  
 

 

MAY 2014 CALENDAR       N.B. Friends Nights from 7-9pm on Thursdays 
 

THU   1 Friends Night:    Meditation and a ‘Video to Inspire Metta’ - [V] 
 
    SUN   4 Mitra Day:          Order members & Mitras get together          

 
THU   8  Friends Night:    Meditation and the Bodhicaryāvatāra - [K] 

 
    THU   15 Friends Night:    BUDDHA DAY: Meditation and Puja - [R] 
 

THU   22 Friends Night:    Meditation and the Bodhicaryāvatāra  - [V] 
 
THU   29 Friends Night:    Meditation and Sevenfold Puja - [R] 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 
 



FRIENDS NIGHT PROGRAM: 
   Weekly Friends Nights enable people to explore and deepen their practice of meditation and Buddhism, in the 
company of others.   Each month, the evening programs usually include meditation along with either a devotional 
practice or an element of Dharma study, the latter being presented in a variety of ways.   
   This month, the most important festival in the Buddhist calendar – Buddha Day, celebrating the Buddha’s 
Enlightenment – will occur on Friends Night, May 15th.  In the two Dharma study evenings we’ll begin to look at the 
Bodhicaryāvatāra – A Guide to the Buddhist Path to Awakening.  This important Buddhist text, by Shantideva, an 
8th century monk, scholar, philosopher and poet, is the source of the Sevenfold Puja, the devotional practice regularly 
scheduled on the last Friends Night of the month.  On the 1st Thursday this month, a video from Clearvision focuses 
on four locations where the Triratna Buddhist Community’s activities inspire mettā or loving kindness – in the 
Netherlands, Russia, at Buddhafield in the U.K. and through the Karuna Trust’s fund-raising for India.  Only laptop 
technology but well worth the 35-minute viewing, to ‘get a bigger picture’ of spiritual practice. 
 
NEXT ROUND OF EIGHT-WEEK COURSES  
Courses are proposed to start with Introducing Buddhism on Monday night the 12th of May 2014 (7-9pm) and 
Traditional Buddhist Meditation and Mindfulness on Tuesday night the 13th May 2014 (7-9pm). Contact Roger on 
45649636 or 0410608791 or at rlb@toowoombabuddhistcentre.org.  
 
MEN’S GROUP: 
This month, will be meeting on the 2nd and last Sundays of the month (11th May and 23rd May) and will continue the 
previous study theme. 
 
SOME USEFUL WEBSITES: 

https://thebuddhistcentre.com    www.videosangha.net  
www.freebuddhistaudio.com    www.accesstoinsight.com  
www.wildmind.org     www.buddhanet.net  

 
 
THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH: 

 
“Irrigators draw off the waters; fletchers straighten arrows;  

carpenters shape wood; righteous men discipline themselves.” 
 

[Dhammapada 10:145.] 
 
 

 
 

The Bodhi Tree at Bodhgaya, India - site of the Buddha’s Enlightenment  
 
 



Toowoomba Buddhist Centre 

NEWSLETTER JUNE 2014 
 

       
      4-6 Cress Street     

       Toowoomba Qld 4350 
      www.toowoombabuddhistcentre.org 
      https://thebuddhistcentre.com/toowoomba  
 

 
Dear Friends, 
 
      Śāntideva pulled no punches when, at Nālanda, a great Buddhist university of 8th century India, he delivered his  
teaching, the Bodhicaryāvatāra – Entry into the  Path to Enlightenment.  With confronting words and in language, 
which today may strike the Western mind as flowery, excessive, even politically or socially unacceptable, he urged 
the monks, those aspiring to become bodhisattvas, to waste no time in acting upon that aspiration.  He describes 
elaborate offerings they should make, confession, rejoicing in merits and the importance of maintaining their Going 
for Refuge to the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha.  In poetic language full of myth and symbolism, Śāntideva devotes 
whole chapters to patience, energy in pursuit of the good, meditation and wisdom, concluding with dedicating the 
merit gained by so practising, to all beings.  But what relevance does this devotional work have for us today? 
    The Sevenfold Puja practised within the Triratna Buddhist Community is drawn from the Bodhicaryāvatāra. Puja 
is a devotional practice, ceremony or ritual, which encourages a refinement of emotional positivity. Sangharakshita1. 
suggests that there may be a general lack of free-flowing emotion in our society.  He suggests that the necessary 
socialisation and suppression of cruder emotions may have been carried to an extreme, where we think and act but our 
hearts are not in it.  So, we may be put off by, and avoid the shared action of pujas or other devotional practices.  We 
may be unaware of our potential to be inspired by the inherent beauty and meaning of such Buddhist rituals.  While an 
intellectual understanding of the Dharma is necessary, “sooner or later we must begin to … speak the language of 
myth, symbol, and image and in this way integrate the conscious with the unconscious.  And this is what ritual, 
among other things, helps us to do.”2.  [Viryaja] 
 

1. Ritual and Devotion in Buddhism 2nd Ed., Sangharakshita, 2000, chapters 1 and 2, Windhorse Publications, Birmingham 
2. ibid p33   

 
   

 
  
 

 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
FRIENDS NIGHT PROGRAM: 
   Weekly Friends Nights enable people to explore and deepen their practice of meditation and Buddhism, in the 
company of others.   Each month, the evening programs usually include meditation along with either a devotional 
practice or an element of Dharma study, the latter being presented in a variety of ways.   
   This month during the two Dharma study evenings, we’ll continue to look at the Bodhicaryāvatāra – A Guide to 
the Buddhist Path to Awakening.  This important Buddhist text, by Shantideva, an 8th century monk, scholar, 
philosopher and poet, is the source of the Sevenfold Puja, the devotional practice regularly scheduled on the last 
Friends Night of the month.   

 

JUNE 2014 CALENDAR       N.B. Friends Nights from 7-9pm on Thursdays 
 

THU    5 Friends Night:    Meditation and the Bodhicaryāvatāra - [V] 
 

THU   12 Friends Night:    Meditation and Threefold Puja - [V] 
 

THU   19 Friends Night:    Meditation and the Bodhicaryāvatāra - [K] 
 

THU   26 Friends Night:    Meditation and Sevenfold Puja - [R] 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 
 



MEN’S GROUP: 
The Men’s Group this month will be meeting on the 2nd and last Sundays of the month (8th June and 22rd June) and 
will continue the previous study theme. 
 
WOMEN’S MEDITATION: 
Women have been meeting regularly on Tuesday mornings to meditate and reflect together since 2008, with sessions 
facilitated by Viryaja or any of a number of other women.  A flier is attached with details of how these sessions 
function – you may be interested in participating.  If so, please contact Viryaja in early August, when new 
participants can be helped to join the sessions. 
 
“OPENING TO SILENCE” - a weekend retreat August 15th to 17th:  
Silence as a practice is not just an absence of noise.  On this retreat we’ll explore the profound practice of silence. 
This is the second of three weekend retreats scheduled for 2014.  It will be led by Akasamati, a Triratna Buddhist 
Order member.  This will be the second time Akasamati has led a retreat in Toowoomba, the first being in April 2013.  
Some of you, who participated then, may remember her sharing her inspiration drawn from the interconnectedness, 
beauty and mystery of the natural world.  A booking list is available at the Centre.  For more information, 
contact: tbc@toowoombabuddhistcentre.org   
 
THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH: 

 
19 For embodied beings may I be the wish-fulfilling jewel, the pot of plenty, the spell 

that always works, the potent healing herb, the magical tree that grants every wish, 
and the milch-cow that supplies all wants. 

 
20 Just as the earth and other elements are profitable in many ways to the 

immeasurable beings dwelling throughout space, 
 
21 So may I become sustenance of many kinds for the realm of beings throughout 

space, until all have attained release. 
 
 
   From Ch.3, ‘Adopting the Awakening Mind’, The Bodhicaryāvatāra by Śāntideva [trans. Crosby and Skilton] 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The many helping hands of Avalokiteshvara, the bodhisattva of compassion 
 
 
  



Toowoomba Buddhist Centre 
 

WOMEN’S TUESDAY MEDITATION – 2014  
 
· Sessions are on Tuesdays, 10am to 12 noon at the TBC, 4-6 Cress Street. 
· Participation is by prior arrangement with Viryaja at: vp@toowoombabuddhistcentre.org  
· There is no fee for the sessions, but a donation of whatever you can afford is much appreciated - around 

$5 may be a guide. 
· Sessions are of 2 types with slightly different aims, alternating week about.  They are informal and start 

with a short tea break, during which participants are encouraged to maintain their awareness and 
purpose in coming to meditate.  All participants are welcome to both types of session. 

· The approach in these meditation sessions is from a Buddhist perspective, although participants do not 
have to be Buddhists to benefit from meditation. 

· Participants are asked to maintain confidentiality by not discussing personal details of others or the 
contribution of individuals outside the session. 

· Since sometimes participants come with health conditions which may include allergies, it is helpful if 
participants avoid the use of perfumes or other perfumed body products - just in case! 

 
 
Aims of Both Meditation Sessions [i.e. Week 1 and Week 2] 
 
· Provide a quiet space and atmosphere, in which women can come together to meditate and develop their 

capacity for self-healing. 
· To facilitate beneficial flow-on effects by concluding each session with a short just sitting meditation. 
· Sessions are not intended for teaching Meditation, as such, however, people will be helped with posture 

and general guidance wherever needed.   
 
[Viryaja offers a formal daytime 7-week Meditation course from time to time.  Formal 8-week courses in Meditation and 
Buddhism, are available via Roger Bastick - usually held on Mondays and Tuesdays, 7 - 
9pm. rlb@toowoombabuddhistcentre.org ] 

 
 
Aims of Week 1 Meditation Session  
 
· Provide an opportunity for experienced meditators and women wishing to develop a regular meditation 

practice, to meditate together, with a minimum of intervention or leading by the facilitator. 
· Provide some time for sharing one’s meditation experience with others, if wished. 
 
 
Aims of Week 2 Meditation Session [alternating with Week 1] 
 
Provide an opportunity for women to: 
· meditate together with the focus on led meditations; 
· share their meditation experience with others, if wished; 
· reflect upon and discuss issues and topics arising from their life experience, their meditation and/or 

previous sessions.  
 
 

“The object of meditation is to transform oneself, not to have good meditations.” 
 

        (Sangharakshita, Peace is a Fire,  p.110) 
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      4-6 Cress Street     

       Toowoomba Qld 4350 
      www.toowoombabuddhistcentre.org 
      https://thebuddhistcentre.com/toowoomba  
 

 
Dear Friends, 
 In the spiritual life we need to cultivate a positive view of ourselves, to have faith in our spiritual 
potential. Guilt can be a problem for all of us, for example, when the worldy winds take us off course, or the 
hindrances not only distract us in meditation but take over our lives. Many don’t like to think that they can 
experience emotions like hatred, or animal-like cravings for food, drink and sex. Often the guilt feelings are 
extreme and unrealistic. They also block the possibility of progress. To reawaken faith in our spiritual 
potential may require some reflection on our part.    
 First of all there is the fact that we are born human. We could have been born into one of the many 
other more populous species on the earth, but we weren’t and, as all humans have the potential to become 
enlightened, our birth into this realm is fortuitous and is rare. Quite probably it is also no accident – we must 
have done something worthwhile in the past to gain a human birth. So it represents a rare and precious 
opportunity. Because humans have self-awareness we can look into our own minds and manage what’s 
going on in there. Therefore we can make of ourselves whatever we want – we have infinite potential. This 
is not an exaggerated claim it is simply a statement of fact based, in turn, on the fact that we have this self-
awareness. 
 We have the power to understand life and to choose how we act – potentially – so how can there be 
any real doubt that, with the right kind of effort, we can make spiritual progress? If we are overwhelmed by 
unskilful mental states like the hindrances, and even applying the antidotes (considering the consequences, 
cultivating the opposite, sky-like mind, and suppression) doesn’t work we are encouraged still to not give 
up, but to take refuge in the three jewels. To reaffirm to ourselves that it is possible to develop the higher 
human qualities in the direction of enlightenment symbolized by the Buddha, by using all the teachings and 
practices of the Dharma, and with the help of our spiritual friends in the Sangha. [Roger]     
 
 
  
 

 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FRIENDS NIGHT PROGRAM: 
   Weekly Friends Nights enable people to explore and deepen their practice of meditation and Buddhism, in 
the company of others.   Each month, the evening programs usually include meditation along with either a 
devotional practice or an element of Dharma study, the latter being presented in a variety of ways.  This  

 

JULY 2014 CALENDAR       N.B. Friends Nights from 7-9pm on Thursdays 
 

THU    3 Friends Night:    Meditation and the Bodhicaryāvatāra - [R] 
 

THU   10 Friends Night:    Meditation and Threefold Puja – Celebration     
         of Dhamma Day [ K] 
 

THU   17 Friends Night:    Meditation and the Bodhicaryāvatāra - [L] 
 

THU   24 Friends Night:    Meditation and the Bodhicaryāvatāra - [K] 
 
THU   31 Friends Night:    Meditation and Sevenfold Puja - [R] 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 
 



month again during the three Dharma study evenings, we’ll continue to look at the Bodhicaryāvatāra – A 
Guide to the Buddhist Path to Awakening.  This important Buddhist text, by Shantideva, an 8th century 
monk, scholar, philosopher and poet, is the source of the Sevenfold Puja, the devotional practice regularly 
scheduled on the last Friends Night of the month.   
 
DHARMA DAY: 
Come along and help celebrate the first ‘Turning of the Wheel’, the first teaching of the Dharma by the 
Buddha without which, how could we become enlightened? Full moon month to be celebrated with a short 
puja on 10th July.  
  
MEN’S GROUP: 
The Men’s Group this month will be meeting on the 2nd and last Sundays of the month (13th July and 27rd July) and 
will continue the previous study theme. 
 
EIGHT WEEK COURSES: 
Next round of eight week courses is proposed to start last week of July - Traditional Buddhist Meditation 
and Mindfulness on Monday night and Introducing Buddhism on Tuesday night – dates to be announced.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH: 
 
To study Buddhism is to study the self. 
To study the self is to forget the self. 
To forget the self is to be one with others. 
    [Dogen] 
 
 

 

“OPENING TO SILENCE” - a weekend retreat August 15th to 17th:  
Silence as a practice is not just an absence of noise.  On this retreat we’ll explore the profound practice 
of silence. 
This is the second of three weekend retreats scheduled for 2014.  It will be led by Akasamati, a Triratna 
Buddhist Order member.  This will be the second time Akasamati has led a retreat in Toowoomba, the first 
being in April 2013.  Some of you, who participated then, may remember her sharing her inspiration drawn 
from the interconnectedness, beauty and mystery of the natural world.  A booking list is available at the 
Centre.  For more information, contact: tbc@toowoombabuddhistcentre.org   
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      4-6 Cress Street    
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      www.toowoombabuddhistcentre.org 
      https://thebuddhistcentre.com/toowoomba  
 

 
Dear Friends, 

An important place is reserved for reflection in Buddhist practice - thorough evaluation of 
ordinary life and a thorough evaluation of human potential. This can help us develop a sense of 
purpose in life. One of the traditional dimensions of mindfulness is to be able to look back over 
one’s life and see if there is a thread of meaning in it and to look forwards to where it may be going. 
Mindfulness plays the role of monitoring whether we are presently still on track or not. I thought we 
could go through one of the traditional reflections known as the preliminaries in Tibetan Buddhism 
in this editorial – this precious opportunity. 

Here and now we have a chance to make something of our lives. We have health, energy, 
the ability to think and feel freely. We have enough food and enough money to meet our needs. We 
live in a country that is free of war, and many of the other difficulties people can face. We are not 
trapped in a negative state of mind like madness, craving, hatred or depression. All of this can 
change, but while we have these advantages we have a great opportunity.  

We have had the great good fortune to meet the Dharma practised down the generations 
from the Buddha. Thanks to our teachers it has come to our country and into our lives in a form that 
we can understand and accept. We have had the good fortune to be a part of an effective Sangha, 
whose members offer guidance and friendship. All these conditions have made the Dharma a 
presence in our lives and made its practice possible for us. 

Are we making use of the opportunity this offers? How much time we waste! How much of 
our lives passes in unawareness. How strongly our habits constrain us! We would be foolish to 
waste this chance. So let us commit ourselves to practising as fully as we can. [Roger]     
 

 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
FRIENDS NIGHT PROGRAM: 
Weekly Friends Nights enable people to explore and deepen their practice of meditation and 
Buddhism, in the company of others.   Each month, the evening programs usually include 
meditation along with either a devotional practice or an element of Dharma study, the latter being 
presented in a variety of ways.  This month during the two Dharma study evenings, we’ll be looking 
at extracts from Sangharakshita’s ‘Living Ethically’.  
 
 

 

AUGUST 2014 CALENDAR       N.B. Friends Nights from 7-9pm on Thursdays 
 
THU     7     Friends Night:     Meditation and ‘Living Ethically’ - [V] 
 
THU    14     Friends Night:    Meditation and Threefold Puja - [K] 
 
THU   21      Friends Night:    Meditation and ‘Living Ethically’ - [K] 

 
THU   28      Friends Night:    Meditation and Sevenfold Puja - [V] 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 
 



MEN’S GROUP: 
The Men’s Group this month will be meeting on the 10th July and 24th August. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH: 

 
In the gloom and darkness of the night, when there is a sudden 
flash of light, a person will recognise objects; in the same way, 
the one with a flash of insight sees according to reality – “This is 
how sorrow works; this is how it arises; this is how it can come 
to an end; this is the path leading to that end.” 
         Anguttara Nikaya 

 
   

        
 
 
 

And here is your last chance to book a place in the  
Weekend Retreat 

 

“OPENING TO SILENCE” ! 
 

led by Akasamati,  from 6pm Aug. 15th to 3pm Aug. 17th  
 
Akasamati says, ‘Silence as a practice is not just an absence of noise.  On this retreat we’ll explore the 
profound practice of silence’. 
This is the second of three weekend retreats scheduled for 2014 and will be led by Akasamati, a Triratna 
Buddhist Order member.  This will be the second time Akasamati has led a retreat in Toowoomba, the first 
being in April 2013.  Some of you, who participated then, may remember her sharing her inspiration 
drawn from the interconnectedness, beauty and mystery of the natural world.   

The booking list is available at the Centre.  
For more information, contact: tbc@toowoombabuddhistcentre.org 

N.B. There is only one place available at the moment but there may be cancellations –  
contact us NOW if you are interested in attending. 
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Dear Friends, 
 
  “Now we will count to twelve and we will all keep still 
  for once on the face of the earth, let’s not speak in any language: 
  let’s stop for a second, and not move our arms too much. 
  It would be an exotic moment without rush, without engines; 
  we would all be together in a sudden strangeness. …..” 1. 
 
In this poem, Pablo Neruda imaginatively offers us the experience of being together in silence.  As During the 
recent retreat - ‘Opening to Silence’ 2., we were silent for most of the time and we were thus able to experience for 
ourselves the benefits of silence as a practice.  Being actively encouraged, given permission as it were, to not speak 
in the company of others, can give one a sense of spaciousness and depth, and a greater awareness of, and 
connection with others.  At first there can be ‘a sudden strangeness’ and self-consciousness.  But when the silence 
is open-hearted and kindly, we can begin to appreciate the richness of our experience without actual speech getting 
in the way.  However, silence of the voice is only the first kind of silence.  The inner voice of thoughts, stories, 
arguments, preferences etc., often continues and prevents silence of the mind, hence the need to develop positive 
mental states and for calming meditation, i.e. for integration.  This integration, this silent space, opens us up to 
moments of pure awareness.  When such moments become continuous, we enter the Great Silence, the silence of 
Enlightenment.  So how can we begin to bring more silence into our lives?  It may be as simple as asking oneself, 
“Do I need to say this, or anything at all, right now?”  [Viryaja] 
 
  “….. If we were not so single-minded about keeping our lives moving,  
  and for once could do nothing, perhaps a huge silence 
  might interrupt this sadness of never understanding ourselves 
  and of threatening ourselves with death. 
  Perhaps the earth can teach us 
  as when everything seems to be dead in winter and later proves to be alive. 
  Now I’ll count to twelve and you keep quiet and I will go.”1. 
 
1. Extracts from “Keeping Quiet” by Pablo Neruda 
2. Material for the retreat was provided by Akasamati 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SEPTEMBER 2014 CALENDAR       N.B. Friends Nights from 7-9pm on Thursdays 
 
THU     4       Friends Night:     Meditation and ‘Living Ethically’ - [R] 
 
THU    11      Friends Night:    Meditation and Threefold Puja - [K] 
 
THU     18     Friends Night:     Padmasambhava Day 

    Meditation and ‘Living Ethically’ - [V] 
 

THU    25     Friends Night:     Meditation and Sevenfold Puja - [R] 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  



 
FRIENDS NIGHT PROGRAM: 
Weekly Friends Nights enable people to explore and deepen their practice of meditation and Buddhism, in the 
company of others.   Each month, the evening programs usually include meditation along with either a devotional 
practice or an element of Dharma study, the latter being presented in a variety of ways.  This month during the two 
Dharma study evenings, we’ll be looking more at the practice of ethics through extracts from Sangharakshita’s 
‘Living Ethically’.  
 
MEN’S GROUP: 
The Men’s Group this month will be meeting on the 7th and 21st September  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH: 

Living in forests far away from other people is not true seclusion.  
True seclusion is to be free of the power of likes and dislikes.  It is also 
to be free from the mental attitude that one must be special because 
one is treading the path.  Those who remove themselves to far forests 
often feel superior to others.  They think that because they are 
solitary they are being guided in a special way and that those who 
live an ordinary life can never have that experience.  But that is 
conceit and is no help to others.  The true recluse is one who is 
available to others, helping them with affectionate speech and 
personal example. 

         Prajnaparimata 

       

 
OCTOBER WEEKEND RETREAT – 24th to 26th 

Our third and last weekend residential retreat for the year will be from 
Friday 24th October to Sunday 26th October.   

Siladasa, a senior Triratna Buddhist Order member from Melbourne, will be leading the retreat. Siladasa 
has led many weekend and longer retreats for the Toowoomba Buddhist Centre since 1999.  We look 

forward to his being with us again this year.  The topic, more details and a booking list will be available 
soon.  Meanwhile, please contact us if you are interested in attending.  Numbers are limited. 
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Dear Friends, 

 
Meditation is at the heart of Buddhist practice and, therefore ideally, is a daily undertaking for a committed 
Buddhist. When we do a practice like the Mindfulness of Breathing we aim to get absorbed in the breath, but 
we get distracted, and then become aware of this, and gently bring the awareness back to the breath. As 
boring as this may seem it is incredibly important practice because what we are doing is training ourselves in 
regaining control of being able to intentionally direct our attention. So every time you become distracted and 
then bring your attention back, don’t see it as a failure, but as a victory. You have become mindful again in 
that moment and have brought yourself back to the present. Congratulations! 
 
It is a skill like any other that we are training here and repetition is a key. So see each moment of distraction 
as an opportunity to develop and practice this skill. It is a bit like weight training, by repeatedly bringing 
your attention back to the breath each time it wanders off, concentration builds and deepens, much as 
muscles develop by repetitively lifting weights. Working regularly with, not struggling against, the 
resistance of your own mind builds inner strength and a sense of stability. 
 
The attitudes we bring to our practice are also incredibly important – they can either undermine or support 
the practice. If you come to the practice with the attitude of the ‘true believer’, that this is the right ‘path’ for 
you, that meditation is the answer to everything, you’ll probably find yourself disappointed. If you come 
thinking “this won’t work for me but I’ll give it a whirl”, the first time you feel pain or discomfort you’ll 
probably say to yourself  “see I knew my pain wouldn’t go away” or “I knew I wouldn’t be able to 
concentrate”. If you’re trying to force yourself to feel relaxed and demanding that something happen, 
chances are nothing will! This sort of attitude is antithetical to the work of awareness and healing. 
Meditation and mindfulness requires only that we pay attention to what is happening and see things as they 
are. [Roger] 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FRIENDS NIGHT PROGRAM: 
Weekly Friends Nights enable people to explore and deepen their practice of meditation and Buddhism, in 
the company of others.   Each month, the evening programs usually include meditation along with either a 
devotional practice or an element of Dharma study, the latter being presented in a variety of ways.  This 

 

OCTOBER 2014 CALENDAR       N.B. Friends Nights from 7-9pm on Thursdays 
 
THU     2       Friends Night:     Meditation and ‘Living Ethically’ - [R] 
 
THU     9       Friends Night:     Meditation and Threefold Puja - [V] 
 
THU     16      Friends Night:     Meditation and ‘Living Ethically’ - [K] 

 
THU    23      Friends Night:     Meditation and ‘Living Ethically’ – [R] 
 
THU    30      Friends Night:     Meditation and Sevenfold Puja - [V] 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 
 



month during the two Dharma study evenings, we’ll be looking more at the practice of ethics through 
extracts from Sangharakshita’s ‘Living Ethically’.  
 
NEW ROUND OF EIGHT WEEK COURSES: 
Are proposed to start on Monday 20th October (7-9pm) with Introducing Buddhism and Tuesday 21st 
October (7-9pm) with Buddhist Meditation and Mindfulness. 
 
MEN’S GROUP: 
The Men’s Group this month will be meeting on the 5th and 19th October. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
OUTREACH: 
On October 8th Viryaja and Roger will be leading a one day Flavour of Meditation workshop at 
Goondawindi (see attached flyer).  
 
 
THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH: 
 
“No longer struggling to find certainty in an endlessly shifting reality, a person grounded in awareness is 
free to discover and declare herself afresh as life unfolds.” 
 
[Epstein, M., (2008), Going on Being. Life at the Crossroads of Buddhism and Psychotherapy, Boston: 
Wisdom Publications, p. 136.] 
 
 
 

 

EXPLORING THE FIVE SKHANDHAS 
AN INSIGHT WEEKEND 

OCTOBER WEEKEND RETREAT – 24th to 26th 
Our third and last weekend residential retreat for the year will be from 

Friday 24th October to Sunday 26th October.   
Siladasa, a senior Triratna Buddhist Order member from Melbourne, will be leading the retreat. Siladasa 

has led many weekend and longer retreats for the Toowoomba Buddhist Centre since 1999.  We look 
forward to his being with us again this year.  A booking list IS NOW available soon.  Please contact us if 

you are interested in attending.  Don’t miss out numbers are limited. 
 



Would you like a calmer mind and a more loving heart? 

And learn simple meditation and mindfulness practices 

from the Buddhist tradition? 

Saturday, November 8th, 2014 
10am to 3pm 

at “The Hut” on Callandoon St, 
Goondiwindi … 

 

A TASTE OF MEDITATION 
 

Viryaja and Roger, from the Toowoomba Buddhist Centre, 

will lead a one-day introduction to meditation. 

 
Meditation practices have been used by contemplatives for thousands of years.  However, 
it is not necessary to have any particular religious affiliation, or previous experience, to 
benefit from meditation.  Meditation can help bring about greater tranquillity, increased 
confidence, positivity, health and happiness - a sense of wellbeing.  In this introduction 
you will learn about finding a comfortable meditation posture, learn a Body Scan and 
experience the Mindfulness of Breathing and the Development of Loving Kindness 
meditation practices. 
 
Dharmacharini Viryaja is a member of the Triratna Buddhist Order and Community, a 
modern, worldwide movement in Buddhism.  
Roger Bastick has taught meditation and Buddhism at the Toowoomba Buddhist Centre 
for many years. He has had a long association with the Triratna Buddhist Community. 

 

Cost: $50 
(But we’d really like you to be able to attend – so if cost is a factor, please contact us.) 

Morning Tea will be provided 

Please bring along a vegetarian lunch to share 

Limit of 25 participants - bookings are essential 

 

To make a booking and for further details, please contact: 

Jamie Clyne on 07 4671 4856   or  

Viryaja on vp@toowoombabuddhistcentre.org; or phone 07 4634 4303; or text 0404 299 573  
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Dear Friends, 
 

    “… many people in our society are not on good terms with themselves, and suffer from anything from low self-
esteem to self-hatred.”1.  We may wish to follow a Buddhist path, to develop tranquillity and loving kindness for all 
sentient beings but if we are Westerners, there may be a tendency to struggle in wishing ourselves well, being kind 
to ourselves.  In effect, we would then be seeing ourselves as separate from all other sentient beings, doubting our 
potential for transformation, doubting the Dharma.  Such self-doubt is corrosive and paralysing.  And to counter 
this we need mettā, loving kindness.  But “Even when we do notice something good about ourselves … we often 
find ways of dismissing it.”2.   
    If you find yourself doing this, it may help to consider Vessantara’s A Brief Guide to Avoiding Accepting 
Kindness and Appreciation, to help you to ‘lighten up’ and to be able to sincerely wish yourself well:  
1. Start with a stout denial – e.g. “No, I made a complete hash of it”;  
2. If you can’t deny the facts, deny any positive motivation – e.g. “Yes, but I felt like throttling him”;  
3. If forced to acknowledge something positive, deny you are in any way special or above average – e.g. “Anyone 
in my position would have done the same”;  
4. If finally cornered into acknowledging your positive qualities, bring out the killer sentence – “Yes if people 
knew what I am really like”3. 
    We cannot develop mettā for others without kindness towards, and appreciation of, ourselves. [Viryaja] 

 
1.  Vessantara, 2006, ‘The Heart’, p92, Windhorse Publications Ltd, Birmingham 
2.  ibid, p94 
3.  ibid 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
FRIENDS NIGHT PROGRAM: 
Weekly Friends Nights enable people to explore and deepen their practice of meditation and Buddhism, in the 
company of others.   Each month, the evening programs usually include meditation along with either a devotional 
practice or an element of Dharma study, the latter being presented in a variety of ways.  This month the first Night will 
be a celebration of Sangha Day – ‘the fellowship with one another, which we enjoy; and at one of the two Dharma 
study evenings, we’ll be looking at the ‘Five Skandhas’, the theme for the recent retreat with Siladasa.  
 
MEN’S GROUP: 
The Men’s Group this month will be meeting on the 9th and 23rd November. 

 

 

   NOVEMBER 2014 CALENDAR       N.B. Friends Nights from 7-9pm on Thursdays 
 
   THU     6       Friends Night:     Sangha Day – meditation, sharing our stories and puja – [V] 
 
   THU     13     Friends Night:     Meditation and ‘Five Skandhas’ – [R] 
 
   THU     20     Friends Night:     Meditation and discussion [topic to be announced] - [K] 

 
   THU     27     Friends Night:     Meditation and Sevenfold Puja – [R] 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 
 



OUTREACH: 
On November 8th Viryaja and Roger will be leading a one day ‘Taste of Meditation’ workshop in Goondiwindi. 
 
FESTIVE SEASON CLOSING: 
The following proposed dates are to be confirmed: 
The Toowoomba Buddhist Centre will be closed for program activities from Friday 19th December 2014 to Monday 
19th January 2015. 
 
REFURBISHMENTS: 
There hasn’t been much activity this year concerning improvements to the Centre.  However, it is hoped that we shall 
be able to improve the floor and carpeted area and perhaps the foyer ceiling, in the ‘quieter’ period from the end of 
November to the end of January.   While new carpet is beyond our means and suitable second hand carpet not 
currently available, a general clean up of the rooms and shampoo of the existing carpet pieces would make a big 
difference.   
A Working Bee day is tentatively being proposed for Saturday, November 29th.  Are you able to help? If so, 
please contact Viryaja on vp@toowoombabuddhistcentre.org , 46344303 or text 0404299573. 
 
THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH: 
 

“The one who practises loving-kindness sleeps and wakes in 
comfort and has no bad dreams; he is dear to both humans 
and creatures; no danger harms him.  His mind can be 
quickly concentrated, his expression is happy and serene.  
He dies without any confusion of mind.  Loving-kindness 
protects him.” 
         Anguttara Nikaya 
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Dear Friends, 
 
On the October retreat led by Siladasa, the study theme was an insight topic – the Five Skandhas. We followed up on 
this theme with study on Friends Nights during November. Insight in Buddhist practice means ‘seeing things as they 
are’ – it is an attempt to see into the nature of the reality of ourselves and the world around us; to free ourselves from 
suffering. We were investigating the fact that from a Buddhist point of view we consist of five skandhas, which is the 
Sanskrit word for “heaps” or “aggregates”, apparently originally applied to heaps of spices arranged on tables in the 
market place.  

The idea is that our experience of self is made up of this aggregation of elements – they are form (body), sensation, 
perception, thought and choice, and consciousness. They all mutually arise and condition each other. They are the 
constituents of our psycho-physical organism. The first one is physical and the other four are psychological processes. 
We tend to identify and cling onto these five factors as if they were a solidly existing and separate self.  

Reflection reveals that actually they are a temporary agglomeration just as impermanent and insubstantial as 
everything else in this conditioned world. They are coming and going and interacting with each other all the time. In 
this way we see that there is no separate self only a series of processes continuously interacting with each other. They 
mutually arise incredibly rapidly and are in constant flux and movement, and create the illusion of a self. 

It is this identification with, and the clinging and grasping onto them as a fixed self that is the ultimate cause of our 
suffering. Insight practices help loosen this grasping and craving; they help undermine the causes of our suffering. At 
this time of year it is especially easy to succumb to the materialistic forces in our world.  As we approach the festive 
season it might be worth remembering that “all things are by nature void”.  [Roger] 

 

The Toowoomba Buddhist Centre 

 wishes you all blessings and happiness for this 

Christmas time and the New Year. 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

   DECEMBER 2014/JANUARY 2015 CALENDAR   ( Friends Nights: 7-9pm on Thursdays) 
 
   THU     4       Friends Night:     Meditation and discussion on a ‘pot luck’ topic – [R] 
 
   THU     11     Friends Night:     Meditation and Threefold Puja – [K] 
 
   THU     18     Friends Night:     Joyful [mudita] Meditation and Sevenfold Puja – [V] 

 
JANUARY 2015   
 
TUE    20      Women’s Meditation: Recommences, 10am to 12 noon   
 
THU   22       Friends Night:    New Year Meditation and Reflection - [V]   
     
THU   29       Friends Night:    Meditation and Sevenfold Puja - [R]    

    
 
 

 
 
 
 



FRIENDS NIGHT PROGRAM: 
This month is a short one as far as Friends Nights are concerned, since the Centre will be closed for a few weeks over 
the Christmas/New Year period.  However, there will be ‘food for thought’ on offer in a pot luck session on the 4th, 
time to be together to meditate and enjoy the short puja on the 11th  and on the 18th , the last event for this year, there 
will be mudita bhavana [joyful] meditation and the Sevenfold Puja.  All welcome! 
 
OUTREACH: 
In early November, Viryaja and Roger led a one day ‘Taste of Meditation’ workshop in Goondiwindi.  It was well-
received, with the 23 people who attended contributing ideas, enthusiasm and great hospitality.  Thank you, everyone!  
We hope to be able to offer follow-up and other events in Goondiwindi in 2015. 
 
FESTIVE SEASON CLOSING: 
The Toowoomba Buddhist Centre will be closed for program activities from Friday 19th December 2014 to Monday 
19th January 2015. 
 
REFURBISHMENTS: 
At the end of November, there were two ‘working bee’ sessions at the Centre.  A total of 9 people energetically 
buzzed around to turn the place inside out, clean, fix and freshen.  As is often the case, more jobs were identified as 
needing to be done, with various levels of priority.  Other cleaning jobs still remain to be done and there will probably 
be some major work in 2015 if funds allow but meanwhile – what a fantastic job.   
 
                         Sadhu!  Sadhu!  Sadhu! 
 
 
 
 
THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH: 
 

“Because existence and non-existence are extinguished by wisdom, 

There is a passage beyond meritorious and ill deeds. 
This, say the excellent, is liberation from 
Bad transmigrations and happy transmigrations.” 

        

[Nagarjuna's Precious Garland: Buddhist Advice for Living and Liberation, 42-45] 
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